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GERMAN IFO: THE PUTIN EFFECT 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

 
 

Germany, IFO Index, July 

 

  Business Current   

  Climate  Assessment Expectations 

Actual:  108.0  112.9  103.4 

Previous: 109.7  114.8  104.8 

Consensus: 109.4  114.5  104.4 

Berenberg: 109.3  114.2  104.7 

 

The conflict stoked by Russia’s President Putin in Eastern Ukraine has a strong effect on the German economy. After sur-

prisingly resilient PMIs for July and consumer confidence for August, the sharp decline in the Ifo index in July pours cold 

water on hopeful signs that the German economy might weather the latest intensification of the Ukraine crisis without dam-

age. The headline Ifo business climate index fell from 109.7 to 108.0, its lowest level since October last year. The expecta-

tion component, which correlates well with business investment, dropped to 103.4. The assessment of the current state of 

the economy, which had been resilient for longer, fell to 112.9, the lowest since January. All three components still point to 

a significant rate of expansion, but the cooling since Q1 is sizeable. 

 

A sharp fall in export expectations was the key driver of the weakness, but domestic-oriented sectors like services and retail 

trade also reported lower confidence levels. That suggests that the geo-political uncertainty affects the wider economy, not 

just export-oriented manufacturers. With the Ukraine crisis not showing any signs of easing for the time being, the period of 

weakness could continue throughout the summer. Actual exports to Russia only account for a small share of German GDP 

and have been falling for a while, even before the current crisis started. But the uncertainty the crisis headlines produce is 

likely to delay businesses’ investment plans and cool households’ purchases, which puts a downside risk to our growth fore-

cast of 2% for this year. 

 

Fortunately, Germany has a fundamentally strong economy that is best-positioned in Europe to deal with the fall-out from 

Ukraine. Rising household incomes boost potential consumer demand and recovering global demand growth should easily 

offset the weakness in trade with Russia. The ECB’s extremely accommodative monetary policy as well as the absence of 

any fiscal austerity create a very favourable macro environment. The economy should respond well to any fading of uncer-

tainty and – after a weak second quarter and unless the Ukraine crisis gets much worse – should resume nearly trend growth 

rates later this year and beyond. 

 

 

IFO Index 

 

 JUL JUN MAY APR MAR FEB  

IFO Business Climate 108.0 109.7 110.4 111.2 110.7 111.3 

IFO Current Assess. 112.9 114.8 114.8 115.3 115.2 114.4 

IFO Expectations 103.4 104.8 106.2 107.3 106.3 108.2 

 
 
Source: IFO Institute 
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This message has been produced for information purposes for institutional investors or market professionals, it is not a 

financial analysis within the meaning of § 34b or § 31 of the German Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhandelsgesetz), no 

investment advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. The message does not claim completeness regarding the 

information on the developments referred to in it. On no account should it be regarded as a substitute for the recipient’s 

procuring information for himself or exercising his own judgements. The message may include certain descriptions, state-

ments, estimates, and conclusions underlining potential development based on assumptions, which may turn out to be 

incorrect. Berenberg and/or its employees accept no liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damages of 

any kind arising out of the use of this message or any part of its content. -- For full economics reports please visit our 

website or contact capitalmarkets@berenberg.de.  
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